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Exponential growth of self-amplified spontaneow emtilon (SASE) ~ 530 nm w first

experimentally observed at the Advanced Photon Source (AI-5)IoW-enewmduktortestIine

(LEUTL) in December 1999. Since then fhrther detiied m=urements ~d @sis of the results

have been made. Here we present the measurements and compare ~ese M* calculations based on

measured electron beam properties and theoretical expectations.
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Third-generation synchrotron-lightsources such as the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argome

National IX&IOratorycurrently provide high-brightness x-ray -to a wide range of users. These

sources rely on the spontaneous emission of synchrotronsradiation generated by electron bunches

passing through undulator magnets. Due to the incoherent nature of the emission process between

individual electro~ the intensity of the generated light is proportional to the total number of

particles within the bunch. This situation can be improved dramatically by forcing the electrons to

em”t coherently. In such a case, the intensity is proportional to the square of the total number of

coherently radiating electrons. This is the underlying essence of current thought when speaking of

the “next” or “fourth-generation”of synchrotronsradiation sources.

Present plans for fourth-generation synchrotronsradiation facilities capitalize on the self-amplified

spontaneous emission (SASE) process [1,2] to induce the required microbunching within the

electron bunch needed for coherent emission. The advantage of this process is that it does not

require mirrors or an input seed but starts up naturally from spontaneous noise. The process is thus

scalable to x-ray wavelengths.

Until recently, SASE had only been observed at 633-nm and longer wavelengths [3-6]. The

requirements on the electron beam properties become increasingly stringent as the wavelengtiI is

reduce~ however, significant progress has been made in electron beam production technolo~ and

beam control such that the attainment of SASE into the vacuum ultraviolet (VW) and perhaps sofl

x-ray wavelength range is becoming feasible. Progress in the study of SASE at these wavelengths

will be used to guide the design of x-my facilities utilizing the SASE effect [7-9]. We report here on

recent progress in the study of SASE at 530 nm wing the Low-EnerW Undulator Test Line

(LEUTL) facility at the APS, and briefly describe our future plans with the system.
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2.1 Overview

The Al% Iinac and LEUTL systems have been configured as a test bed for SASE research and

development at wavelengths ranging fkom the visible into the VW. Up@es to the Iinac have

included the addition of mdiotlequency (@ electron guns for high-brightness electron beam

generation, improvements in the magnetic lattice structure, and performance upgrades of the rf

modulato~, low-level rf systems, and some power supplies [10]. The LEUTL is a 50-m tunnel in

line with the Iinac and is capable of housing undulato~ or strings of undulatory of over 30 meters in

length. The Al% LEUTL system is designed to test concepts critical to the success of a linac-based

fourth-generation light source, such as the proposed x-ray Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at

SLAC [9] and the TESLA-FEL at DESY [8], but at much longer wavelengths. Figure 1 shows a

schematic of the LEUTL SASE system and Table 1 lists the paramete~ for the first three phases of

the operation.
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Figure 1: Schematicof the APS LEUTL system,
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Table 1:LEUTL SASE design parameters for various phases of opemtion.

I Phase 1 I Phase2 I Phase3 I

Wavelength [rim] I 530 I 120 I 59 ~

Electron Energy [Mew 217 457 650

NormaIii rms Emittance [gin] 5 3 3

Energy Spread rms [%] 0.1 0.1 0.1

Peak Current [A] I 100 I 300 I 500 I

UnduIator Period [cm] 3.3

Magnetic Field [T] 1.0

Undulator Gap [mm] 9.3

Length of One Undulator [m] I 2.4 I

Power Gain Length [m] 0.81 0.72 0.77

Installed Undulator Length [m] 5 x2.4 then 9 x 2.4 9 X 2.4 9 X 2.4

22 Pammeters

We have chosen to concentrate our inhial efforts on investigation of SASE at 530 nm. Optics and

optical diagnostics at this wavelength are readily available, the required electron beam petiormance

at217 MeV is readily achievable, and it is well within the operating envelope of the APS linac. As

performance is irnprovet the energy of the electron beam will be increased to explore SASE at

shorter wavelengths (see Table 1).

23 Linac

A schematic of the APS linac is shown in Figure 2. It consists of thirteen S-band, 3-m-long, constant

gradient, traveling wave accelerating structures similar to the SLAC design. Three 35-MW

klystrons each power four 3-m accelerating structures through a SLED. A photocathode gun

(P@@ is powered by a single 35-MW klystron, while either of two thennionic rfguns share polver

with a sing!e accelerating structure that follows the photocathode rf gun. Power distribution to these

rfguns and linac structure is through S-band rf switches. In tie pcgun mode, tie electron beam can

5



be accelerated by all thirteen structures. The maximum energy attainable in PCgun mode is 650

MeV. One accelerating structure, the firs$ is not used to accelerate beam in the thermionic rf ~

configuration.

Photo injector,-------------- .-.-.---..------ Therm ionic

‘------------------------------ ;

Bunch
Compressor

k-k-
U u
K4 K5

Figure 2: Schematic of the APS Iinac system.

A bunch compression system has recently been installed and commissioned withii the Iinac

following the fifth accelerating structure [11,12]. It will provide higher peak currents for both

photocathode and thermionic rf guns. It was, however, not installed during the measurements

reported here.

294Guns

High-brightness electron bunches are generated using either a photocathode rf gun system or a

therrnionic rf gun with alpha-magnet compression. The photocathode rf gun is a lfi-cell

Brookhaven S-band gun IV model [6,13] that employs a copper photocathode. A Ndglass

picosecond drive laser system is used to generate the e~ectrons [14]. It is assembled flom

commercially available components and is timing stabilized to the rf within 1 picosecond. This

system can generate a single electron bunch of roughly 1 nC at a 6-Hz repetition rate. The

thermionic rf gun is a l-% cell S-band gun with a tungsten dispenser cathode. An alpha magnet is



used to both inject beam into the APS Iinac and to compress the bunch to ve~ high peak curren~.

h 8-ns pulsed kicker magnet is used for safety purposes to limit the to~l ch~ge delivered to the

linac. The result is a bunch train of roughly 23 bunches, each with Wpmximaely 48 PC of charge.

his thermionic rf ~ system is extremely reliable and is used as tie p- injector for the APS

stomge ring.

23 undulatory

Theundulator system is built of identical cells. Each cell contains a fixed-gap 2.4-m-long undulator

with a 3.3-cm period and an undulator parameter, ~ of 3.1. There is a dkgnostic statio~ a

horizontal focusing quadruple, and horizontal and vertical steering before the first undulator,

between each of the currently installed five undulatory, and after the final undulator. The

longitudinalspacing between undulatory,about 0.32 m, is set to insure proper phase matching of the

optical fields and the electron beam at successive undulator sections. In its current configuration of

five cells, the total installedundulator magnetic length is 12 meters.

2.6 Diagnostic Amqemmt

Direct measurement of the exponential growth of the optical intensity as a fiction of length along

the undulator is a hallmark of our diagnostics design. Figure 3 is a representative diagram of the

diagnostics station located between each undulator. Electron beam diagnostics include YAG and

optical transition radation (OTR) screens viewed by a CCD carnem. Two sets of filter wheels at%ord

both intensityan~ to a coarse degree, wavelength selectivity.Completing the primuy electron beam

diagnosticsateach station are capacitive pickup beam position monitors (J3PMs) with single-shot

resolution of less than 10 pm for bunch charges of 1nC.
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Figure 3: Schem~”c of the undulator diagnostic stations.

In-tunnel visible light detectom(VLDS)consist of three-positionactuators with positions as follows

1) OUL2) mirror, 3) mirror with 600-pm diameter hole. These are used to deflect the synchrotrons

light through a set of filters to a CCD camera. ‘Allfive mirror hole centers have been aligned along

the beamline to within 20 pm of the ideal electron beam trajecto~. The cameras viewing these

mirro~ can be focused at the mirror, at infinity,or at any distance between the two. Focus at infinhy

is valuable as it allows us to measure the angular distributionof the optical radiation.

A green alignment laser is located at the entrance to the undulator string. It is used to insure that all

mirrors and optical components are properly aligned. It also serves as an intensity and wavelen@

calibration source for the optical systems.

Further details of the LEUTL system,the undulatory,and the diagnosticsarrangements can be found

in the references [15-19].
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31 Vi F- intemlty Growth

Maurementsof the signal intensity as a fiction of length along the undulator can be used to

extract the SASE gain length. In the SASE FEL, the Fourier hamonics of the field amplitude

E@(s, z) at iiequency o grow exponentially with position along the undulatory

Eo(s,z) cc exp(gz),

wheres is the position along the bunch. Near the optimal flequency CDOat the point sowithii the

bunc~ where the longitudinal particle density is maximal, the factor g reaches a maximum, and

therefore can be represented in the form

(1)

g=&b-a(~-~o)2-b(s-so)217 (2)

where LG is the power gain length at the optimal

constants.

The radiated energy Wis then proportional to

frequency and peak curreng and a and b are

[)WCC ~ ~E@(s,z]2&ia)=+exp : -&
-a) -a)

Thus Weanbe written in the form

()W(A,LG,Z) = +exp J .
LG

(3)

(4)

The quantities L(;ad ,4 can be explicitly calculated in te~s of the electron beam and undulator

parameters [20-25].
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32 Vii Opdng Angle

h alternative, albeh rough, way of determining the gain length is by observation of the opening

angle of the optical radiation. h estimate of the gain length based on the FWHM angular

divergence of the SASE radiation &SE is

(5)

where A, is the observed resonant wavelength.

3.3 Intensity FhCtmtions

Intensity fluctuations of the optical signal are intrinsic to the SASE process [2647]. This is due to

the startup from noise developing into a number of longitudinal degrees of tleedom within the

resultant optical pulse. Roughly,the number of degrees of freedom is

(6)

where q is the rrns electron bunch length, z is the length of the “exponential-growth” part of the

unduIator (the observation point along the undulator minus approximately two power gain lengths),

and ~ is the undulator period. Equation (6) is valid for M> 1. The standard deviation of the shot-to-

shot fluctuations is found to be equal to Iffi.

Although one clearly observes these fluctuations, their use for precise quantitative measurement of

the SASE process is hindered by a lack of precise knowledge of the beam properties. This is fhrther

exacerbated by shot-to-shot fluctuationof the electron beam properties.
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4sl Eariy Data

41.1 Measured Gain

First measurement of significant SASE using the PCgun was on December 22, 1999 [28]. Figure 4

shows the optical intensity following the tlrst four undulatory. The signal is the integnd over all

measurable angles, within a 10-rimbandwidti and over the duration of the electron bunch. At the

time of the measurement there was significant shot-to-shot fluctuation in the beam properties and

trajectory. As a result we plot the peak measured intensity, the average of the top 5°Ameasured

intensities, and tie average of all measurements at each diagnostic station. All measurements were

taken with the electron beam properties shown in Table 2.

40

“1 /

-- ● Peak Intensity ----o ------------------
~ U Averageof Top 5’%

g 30 --- V AverageIntensity ..... . .....................
p —L~=l.5m; A=0.2

g 20 ................... ......................... . ... ................... ..

O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Distance Traversed in Undulator [m]

Figure 4: Early data. Radiated energy vs. distance traversed in the undulator. The PCgun source was

used for this experiment.
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Table 2: Measured Linac Beam Parametem at the end of the linac using beam fi-omthe PCgun on

December 22nd.

Typical Min- Max

Energy &eVl 217

Normalized Emittance [pm] 5 4-8

ChargeJ13unch[nC] 0.7 0.6-0.8

Bunch Length FWHM [ps] 5 4-7

Energy Spread rms ‘%0 0.1 <().1 -().2

By fitting the average of the top 5’%0 to the functional form given in Eq. (4), we found a gain length

of 1.5 m. Similarly, the opening angle of the SASE signal following the fourth undulator implies,

flom Eq. (5), again lengthof 1.6m.

The theoretical gain length, using the typical values listed in Table 2 and calculated by methods

discussedin[20-25],is0,7m. The discrepancy between theory and the experimentally measured
\

values was probably due to incompleteknowledge of the electron beam parameters.

4,2 Thannionic rfGun Data

4s2.1Beam Properties

Figure 5 shows SASE signal measurementsas a function of lend along the undulator system using

beam from a high performWce thermionic rf g~ system. Electron bunches flom the thermionic rf

gun were optimally compressed by the”alpha magnet by observing signals generated off a coherent

12
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transition radiation bunch length monitor [29]. Reconstruction of the Longitudinalbunch profile was

performed with the nx.ult tabulated in Table 3. Also shown in Table 3 are the measured electron

beam properties for this experiment. Sequential measurements at each undulator diagnostics station

were made for a number of electron bunches. Shown are the averages of all measurements. The

intensi~ measured is an integmtion over all wavelengths, angles, and the duration of the electron

bunch. With this electron source tie intensity signal is also an integral over the entire 23-bunch train

generated during each linac macropulse. Error bars correspond to the rrns fluctuation of the

measured intensity signal. Fitting to the average value of the measured signal gives a gain length of

1.1 m.

400

0

1 0 Average Intensity

I
—Lg=l.lm; A=0.07.... II............ ..........

{

........... .........

. J-.............................................
a

I I I 1
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Distance Traversed in Undulator [m]

Figure 5: Radiated energy vs. distance traversed in the undulator. Thermionic rfgun source.
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Table 3: Measured Linac Beam Parameters at the end of the Iinac using beam &omthe thermionic rf

w.

Typical h4in- Mat

Energy ~eVJ 217 -,

Normalized Emittance [pm] 12 9-15

Charge/bunch [nC] 0.048 0.043-0.052

Bunch Length FWHM @s] 0.35 0.33-0.40

Energy Spread rms ‘Yo 0.1 <().1 -(3.2

As before, one can calculate the expected gain lengths. Using the typical values flom Table 3, a gain

length of 1.0 m is calculated. A more complete Monte Carlo analysis using non-nalizedthree-point

estimates based on the beam parameters listed in the table predicts a most probable gain Iength of

1.1m with a distribution width of ~ 0.2 m, which is in good agreement with the measured data.

422 Fluctuations

It is interesting to note that at 530 ~ the FWHM length of the thermionic gun electron bunch

corresponds to roughly 200 optical periods and the undulator is 360 periods long. The bunch length

is then less than the slippage length and equation 6 is not valid. M can ,therefore, be assumed to be

close to 1. Given that each measurement is an average over the 23 bunches in the bunch train we

would expect fluctuations in the intensity of I/@ Z=200/0. Our data indicate fluctuations of

nearly 30°/0,indicating that fluctuationsin the electron beam properties were dominant.

14



43 Recent PCgun Data

4.3.1 Measured Gain

Figure 6 shows our most recent data taken in July 2000 using the beam horn the PCgun. Also

included in the figure is the fit to Eq. (4). The data points are the average of all measurements, and

the error bars indicate the rms spread in the measurements.Once again the intensity is an integration

over all wavelengths, angles,and the duration of the electron bunch. All data were normalized to the

intensity following the second undulator. Data following the first undulator were not used in order to

insure we were well into the exponential-growth regime. Data following the third undulator are

missing due to problems encountered with the diagnostics systemat this location.
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Figure 6: Radiated energy vs. distance along undulator for the three run conditions listed in Table 4.

43.2 Comparison to Theory

Table 4 lists the beam conditions for all three run conditions shown in Figure 6. AISOlisted are the

fitted and predicted gain lengths for the listed beam conditions. The agreement is ve~ good. The

total installed length of undulator at the time of these measurementswas 12 m. For a gain length of

0.8 m this would imply that 15gain Ien=tis have been traversed.
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Table 4: Beam measurements, fitted gain length, and calculated gain lengths for the data displayed

in Figure 6.

A B c

Peak Current [A] 170 130 150

Charge [nC] 0.42 0.45 0.50

Norm. Ernittance [z mrn-mrad] 9 7.5 7.5

Fitted Gain Length [m] 0.75 0.80 0.82

Calculated Gain Length [m] 0.77 0.83 0.76

Note: rms enerW spread -O. 1% for all cases

Further confirmation of the gain length comes from measurement of the opening angIe. We

measured a FWHM opening angle following the fourth undulator of approximately 600 pra4 in

agreement with the angular divergence of the fundamental guided mode obtained by soIving the

eigenmode equation [23]. From Eq. (5) this implies a gain length of 0.9 m, again in rough agreement

with the measurement of 0.8 m.

Error bars in Figure 6 indicate the rms spread in the measured intensity. Measured spreads of the

intensity signals at the last two diagnostics stations are on the order of 50°Ato 600A.Electron bunch

lengths were 300 pm rms. For our parameters M is calculated to be 2.4, giving an expected

fluctuation level of 64’%0.

M CCMrmation of Beam Bunching

As further confirmation of microbunching we observed the OTR evolution to coherent transition

radiation (CTR) as a timction of distance along the undulator, The synchrotronsradiation signal was

blocked by a thin foil immediately preceding the 45° metal pickoff mirror [30]. The resultant CTR

signal was then directed to the wall-mounted VLD camera system, and in the case of the fifi

16
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undulator it could also be transported to an optical spectrometer. A 530-nm filter was used for the

VLD measurements to insure that we viewed the CTR signal at the expected bunching wavelength.

Although the CTR signals as measured at the VLDS have not been filly anaIyze& they do show

indication of intensity gains well beyond linear. Perhaps the most significant signature of bunching

thouglLwas via the spectrometer measurements that showed a CTR narrow-band signal at the SASE

fundamental wavelength (Figure 7).

510 520 530 540 550 560
Wavelength [rim]

Figure 7: CTR spectrum of the microbunched beam along with the SASE spectrum at the same

location. The intensitieswere adjusted with neutral density filters to be roughly equal. (The SASE is

-200 times brighter.) The data were not taken simultaneously. The sharp line at 543.5 nm is the

calibration laser.

Exponential growth of the optical signal as a fhnction of length has been directly measured at 530

nm, providing clear evidence of the SASE process, Early measurements made using beam from the

photocathode nfgun indicated a gain len=@of 1.5 m. This was later improved to 0.8 m in agreement

with theory, giving a total of 15power gain lengths within our undulator system. A thermionic rf gun

with alpha-magnet compression has also been used Md a gain iength as low as 1.1 m at 530 nm was

17
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measured. Initial measurements of electron beam microbunching at the resonant wavelength aISO

provide strong evidence of the SASE process. Measurements of the gain length now agree with the

theoretical predictions, but we are still suffering hornfluctuationsintheelectronkm properties.

We have recently installed a bunch compression system into the Al% Iinac and are in the early

stages of commissioning it. Four additional undulatoryare also being installed which will bring the

total length of installed undulatorto 21.6 m. With this setup we will explore SASE at and beyond

saturation. We will also investigate nonlinear hrmnonic generation [31] and increase the beam

energy of the linac to begin exploration of SASE at even shorter wavelengths.

This work is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under

Contract No. W-3 1-109-ENG-38.
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